FormSafe™ for Microsoft® Access™
Data Security is a Global Requirement
Whether you work for a global enterprise or a growing business with a
few employees, the ability to secure private and sensitive data is
universal. And sensitive data isn't just contained within a few select
systems, it's everywhere. Including Microsoft Access. If your business
relies on Microsoft Access to store and manage important information,
including private or sensitive data, it is critical to ensure you take
measures to protect that information. Solid database design and
security implementation is step one, and secondly, locking down
specific information at the user level. But doing so in Microsoft Access
has traditionally required numerous user-specific forms, or custom VB
coding to manage field-level security.
FormSafe for Microsoft Access provides a simple yet powerful utility to
dynamically decide what fields and controls on a form need to be
hidden, disabled, or obscured, all at the user level. With FormSafe,
you can ensure each user is granted visibility to only those fields they
need to access, helping you comply with government privacy
regulations while eliminating the need to maintain multiple versions of
the same form for each user or role.

Rapid Deployment

The Benefits


Increase security at the user level



Reduce development time and
effort



Eliminate duplicate forms or hard
coding to hide fields by user



Ensure compliance with
government privacy regulations



Easily integrates with any Access
database

What’s Included

FormSafe is designed to integrate with your existing database
applications, and implementation is remarkably fast. Add a single line
of VB code (provided by FormSafe) to each of the forms you need to
secure. Then set up the rules you want to enforce for each form, field,
and set of users. That's it. When a form is opened, FormSafe will
detect the current user, and hide, disable, or obscure each configured
field before the form is visible to the user.



Hide, disable, or obscure any
Access control (button, label, text
box, etc.) at runtime



Support for first-level subforms



Visual Basic expertise not required



Configure rules by user or groups of
users

Rapid Performance, Broad Compatability



Full source code access

FormSafe won't degrade the performance of your database, either.
Each form will take about 1 second longer to load. Moreover, if you
are planning to upsize your back end to MySQL Server or Microsoft
SQL Server, FormSafe will continue to protect the data in your
Microsoft Access front-end forms.

A Small Preventative Investment
A small investment to prevent unauthorized access to your data can go
a long way. Minimize your legal risk and protect your long term growth
by ensuring your confidential and sensitive employee, customer, and
other business data is appropriately secured. FormSafe helps make
sure you protect your data, and minimize the level of effort and cost to
do so.

Requirements


Microsoft Access 2000, 2002, 2003,
or 2007



Supports mdb, mde, accdb, and
accde formats



Compatible with Access runtime
versions (optional)
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